
OVERCALL & REVEIL OVER STRONG 1NT (15+) 

-DBL  Any suit (if stronger than directly overcall). 

  Then over DBL, normaly will bid 2, other bid show a good suit). 

-2   and a major (44+). Over 2: 

 2/2  Nat. good suit. 

 2  Choose your major. 

 2#   Strong Relay. Then 3 weak, other not weak. 

 3  Choose your major (good fit). 

-2 and a major (44+). Over 2: 

 2  Choose your major). 

 3 /2  Nat. good suit. 

 2#   Strong Relay. Then 3 weak, other not weak. 

 3  Choose your major (good fit). 

-2  Majors (44+). Over 2: 

 2  To play. 

 2#   Strong Relay. Then 3 weak, other not weak. 

-2  

-2#  Minors (55+). 

 

OVERCALL & REVEIL OVER WEAK 1NT (Less than 15 HP) 

-DBL  Nat. Take-Out. 

-2  Majors (54+), then over 2 

o 2  Weak Relay, then partner bid is best mayor suit. 

o 2/2  To play. 

o 2#  Strong Relay, then partner bid is best mayor suit or other bid with stronger. 

o Other  Nat. 

-2/2  "Transfer" to respectly. 

-2   and a minor (55+); Over 2: 2# = Relay, game try; 3 choose minor; 3= likes and prefer to 
play than . 

-2#  Minors (55+). 

When opps DBL partner art. overcall (2, 2, 2), now Pass show likes this suit & RDBL show not likes 
this suit & not fit. 

 



OVERCALL OVER TWO WEAKS OPPENINGS  

-2#  Nat. 16+-18 PH 
      Over NT, play transfer. 

-Cue-bid  Nat FG. 

-DBL  Take-Out. Over DBL: 

o 2#  0-7 PHD any, normaly partner will bid 3. 

o 3x  8-11 PHD nat. (no forcing). 

o Cue-bid  FG. 

-4 The minor bid & the other major 

REVEIL OVERS TWO WEAKS OPPENING  

-DBL  TO; Over DBL similar then direct overcall. 

-2NT  TO, but no other major. 

OVERCALL OVER 2 MULTI OPPENING 

-DBL  12-15 PH balanced or any strong hand (18…). Over DBL: 

o If oppener partner bid, DBL for penalti & Cue-bid strong short in this suit. 

o If oponer not bid: PASS weak o very strong, any other bid nat positive but not forcing, normal 

-2# Nat. 16+-18 PH 
      Over NT, play transfer. 

-Other  Nat.. 

-Paso  Is possible good hand to DBL subsequently. 

OVER 2 MULTI, partner PASS and other opp. 2 or 2 

-DBL  Short in opp. Bid suit. 

-2# Nat. 16+-18 PH 
     Over NT, play transfer. 

 


